1. Introduction. This paper gives a recursion for F(n), the number of full sets with n elements. Using a function discovered by Ackermann [l ] we give a well-ordering for the elements of any finite full set, and then construct a bijection between the full sets of order n and the vectors of order n-1 whose positive integral coefficients satisfy Ci=l, a,_i<ai<2 ' for i = 2, • • • , n -1. These vectors are then counted.
A set x is full if every element of x is also a subset of x. The terminology follows the appendix on set theory in Kelley [2] .
Throughout, 0 denotes the null set, and 0 denotes the number zero. Without loss of generality we assume the full sets encountered in the proofs have cardinality 2 or greater.
2. The ordering function. We first prove Lemma 1. If x is full, yEx, yjt-x, then there is yiEx with yiEy but yi(£y.
Proof. Assume yCx and y^x. Then x-yj±0. By the axiom of regularity there is a yiGx-y where yiH(x-y) = 0. Since x is full, yiCx and hence yi Cy. Note that if x is full and xtí0, then 0Ex.
We state without proof the next Lemma 2. If x is a finite full set, then there is a unique g: x-*J iwhere J is the set of non-negative integers) satisfying (2.1) gi0) = 0, and for each yEx, giy) = E 2<'('). Theorem 1. g: x-*J is an injection.
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that if yCx, 0Ey, y^x, and the restriction g: y-*J is injective, then g: yU{yi} ->J is injective, where yi refers to the element of Lemma 1. Observe that i(yù = E«ev 2"w. Since 2">a for any real a^O, g(yi) >g(z) for each zGyi. Thus g: yW{yi}->J is injective.
We may now order any finite full set x in the form Then by Lemma 3, there is xkExj with k>i and hence h(xj)>h(xi) and the left inequality of (3.1) is satisfied. For an arbitrary xit h(xi) will be maximum if Xi has for elements all of the xk's for ¿ <i. But "o 2*<2i, and the right inequality of (3.1) is satisfied.
It remains only to show that 77 is surjective. Given any A EAn, we will construct a full set x such that H(x) =A. Say A = (oi, • • • , o").
Let Xa = 0 and Xi = {0}. Suppose that the x,s are determined for i<k such that A(x,)=a< for all i<k. Then let x*= {xj\jEDiak)\ where Diak) is the unique set of integers such that Ei/eD(«*) 2" = ak. Then, since a*<2*, yEDiak) implies that 0^y<¿.
Observe that this ordering of x agrees with (2.2). xk is uniquely determined and hixk) = ak. The set x = {x0, ■ • • ,x"} is full, and A(x,)=a¿for i= 1, • • ■ ,n. 
